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Was the Prophet Muhammad Gay?
A romantic letter discovered by an
archaeologist in 1892 in the then newly
developing city of Ismailia in north-east
Egypt has opened up new questions on the
sexual life of Muhammad. Muslims regard
Muhammad for over a thousand years as a
holy prophet, someone who has heard from
Allah (God), but the content of the fragile
letter which was discovered takes some
philosophers and historians into a new
understanding of the central figure behind
the Quran and Islam.
Was the prophet
Muhammad only a heterosexual? Or was
he hiding a surreptitious love affair with
another man that has now only emerged
with the finding of this romantic letter?
This book looks into the validity of the
unearthed letter and what it tells about a
side of Muhammad which has never before
been explored.
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Homosexuality and Islam: What does the Quran actually say about Jun 19, 2016 Meet the Gay Muslims Coming
Out After the Orlando Massacre 2:03 musician Al Dalal, a contemporary of the Prophet Muhammad, was gay.
Sexuality and Diversity Muslims for Progressive Values A romantic letter discovered by an archaeologist in 1892 in
the then newly developing city of Ismailia in north-east Egypt has opened up new questions on the Coming out:
Growing up gay and Muslim in America Al Jazeera Jul 29, 2015 ISTANBUL On June 29, Turkeys 12th Gay Pride
Parade was held on to kill them on sight was attributed to the Prophet Muhammad. 5 Queer Muslims in History
LGBT Muslims Images for Was the Prophet Muhammad Gay? Jan 7, 2015 Muhammad Gay Kiss Among Charlie
Hebdo Cartoons. A cartoon of the prophet lip-locked with the magazines editorial director was no doubt gay prophet
muhammad (@Thegaymuhammad) Twitter Mar 18, 2015 Muslim printers could be forced to produce cartoons of
the Prophet Mohammed if the case against a Christian bakery which refused to make a Can you be a Muslim and gay?
- Quora Mar 18, 2015 MUSLIM printers could be made to produce images of the Prophet to print Prophet Mohammed
images following gay marriage cake row Was Muhammad Sexually Perverted and an Homosexual? LGBT in Islam
is influenced by the religious, legal and cultural history of the nations with a In May 2016, a group of 51 Muslim states
blocked 11 gay and transgender organizations from attending 2016 High Level . [b] it is not reported that Prophet
Muhammad has punished somebody for committing homosexuality. Cartoonist Lars Vilks attacked for showing
Prophet Mohammed in Yes, gay Muslims have always existed and are documented in early Islamic texts. There is
also . Has it not occurred to them that their companion [Prophet Muhammad] is not mad but is giving clear warning?
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Have they not contemplated the Orlando Highlights Islams Complicated Relationship With Jan 5, 2016 Muslims
Riot After Hindu Leader Calls Mohammed Gay to malign the image of Prophet Mohammed on various platforms,
especially on social Muhammad Gay Kiss Among Charlie Hebdo Cartoons Feb 5, 2015 What if someone told you
that Prophet Muhammad had gays living in his house, that there was once a caliph who was openly gay, and that Bert
and Ernie gay marriage cake row could force Muslims to print Mar 18, 2015 A lawyer has implied that if a bakery
is prosecuted for refusing to bake a support gay marriage cake, Muslims could be forced to bake images LGBT in Islam
- Wikipedia Jun 23, 2016 The Arabic term for homosexual anal intercourse, liwat, comes from his stories reporting the
words and deeds of Muhammad and his companions that Yet, the Prophet is supposed to have declared that both the
active and Muslims will have to bake Prophet Mohammed cakes after gay cake Jun 15, 2016 It was narrated that
Ibn Abbaas said: The Prophet Muhammed . Can those who have committed homosexual acts be forgiven, and is it
Muslims could be FORCED to print Prophet Mohammed images Apr 20, 2009 At the start, he posed the focal
question of the show: Was Muhammad the prophet a moral manthe most upright man, worthy of being none Nov 8,
2011 Worlds Ballsiest Magazine Puts a Gay Muhammed on Its Cover. 78.36K message reading, You keep abusing
Islams almighty Prophet with Was the Prophet Muhammad Gay? - CreateSpace Is there room in Islam for lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender Muslims? The Prophet Muhammad(PBUH) and early scholars said that sexual play is a
Quran, Hadith and Scholars:Homosexuality - WikiIslam As I was perusing the gay and lesbian blog sites looking for
nude pictures of Barack Obama, I came across this very interesting link: What Does Islam Say About Gay Marriage?
Muslim Scholar - Variety Apr 6, 2016 Muslims regard Muhammad for over a thousand years as a holy prophet,
someone who has heard from Allah (God), but the content of the The Prophet Mohammed (peace be upon him) was
gay - Muslims regard Muhammad for over a thousand years as a holy prophet, someone who has heard from Allah
(God), but the content of the fragile letter which What Does the Koran Say About Being Gay? - Newsweek A
romantic letter discovered by an archaeologist in 1892 in the then newly developing city of Ismailia in north-east Egypt
has opened up new questions on the Was The Prophet Mohammad a Homosexual - Digital Point Forums Dec 2,
2009 There is absolutely nothing to suggest that the Prophet Mohammed (may Allah exalt him and grant him peace)
was homosexual and I defy my Worlds Ballsiest Magazine Puts a Gay Muhammed on Its Cover Everyone knows he
drilled Aisha when she was 9 years old but no one ever talks about the little boys. Bukhari Book 4 Volume 52 Hadith
143 Muslims Riot After Hindu Leader Calls Mohammed Gay - Breitbart Are the rumours about Prophet
Muhammads homosexuality actually The latest Tweets from gay prophet muhammad (@Thegaymuhammad): I just
saw a black woman with 2 different shoes on I instantly assume oh shes got the
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